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Herbert Smith Freehills has advised Apex International Energy (“Apex”) on its acquisition of interests
in four concessions in the Western Desert region of Egypt from IEOC Production (“IEOC”), a
subsidiary of Eni. 

Apex International Energy is a privately-held and private equity-backed independent oil and gas
exploration and production company focused on Egypt. The acquisition is being financed in part
through a senior secured borrowing base facility arranged by The Mauritius Commercial Bank. 

Apex will acquire interests in two additional concessions after parliamentary approval of extensions,
which Apex expects to receive in the first quarter of 2023. 

Under the terms of the transaction, Apex acquired 100% of IEOC’s interests in the Ras Qattara, West
El Razzak and East Kanayis concessions, with the West Abu Gharadig concession to be acquired
following an extension. Apex will become operator of each of these concessions through Farah
Petroleum Company (“PetroFarah”), the joint venture operating company of Apex and the Egyptian
General Petroleum Company (“EGPC”).  

Apex also acquired a 25% interest from IEOC in the East Obaiyed concession and will acquire a 25%
interest in the South West Meleiha concession following an extension. IEOC will remain operator of
each of these concessions. 
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The Herbert Smith Freehills team worked closely with Nicolas Evanoff, general counsel of Apex.
The team was led by corporate partner Steven Dalton (pictured left) and finance partner William
Breeze (pictured right). They were supported by of counsel Andrew Hamel-Smith on the corporate
aspects and associates Will Brennan and Abraham Whitworth on the debt financing aspects. 


